Girls in Computer Science

Are you interested in shaping the digital future? Female high school students and their parents and caregivers are invited to join us for an inspiring evening of empowerment.

Inspiring Presentations
Student sessions: Chat with UQ’s female students and see their university projects.
Parent sessions: Hear from industry leaders as they share their experiences and provide advice for you as a parent of the next tech generation.

Fun Hands on Activities
Experience hands-on activities and virtual reality.

Information Booths
Find your interest by talking to representatives from a number of student clubs and societies including Ladies in Technology, Design Society UQ and more!

When
6pm - 7.30pm, Thursday 30 April 2020

Where
Level 3, GHD Auditorium
Advanced Engineering Building (#49)
The University of Queensland

RSVP
By Friday 24 April 2020

Register

See you there!